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Highlights

TITUS Classification for Mobile 

is an easy-to-use email and 

document security solution for 

mobile devices. TITUS enables 

users to identify and classify mobile 

email sensitivity, protects data 

stored on mobile devices, and 

helps enforce secure information 

sharing policy, preventing mobile 

data loss.

TITUS Classification for 
Mobile helps organizations:

• Classify email and documents 

across all devices

• Prevent mobile data loss

• Protect business documents in a 

secure container

• Comply with classification 

regulations

• Collaborate securely via 

Microsoft® SharePoint® and 

Cloud storage 

• Control document sharing via 

upload, email, print, copy, or 

other apps

• Identify where it is safe to store 

information within Box

• Extend Microsoft RMS® to 

mobile devices

Try It!

Request a free trial at:

www.titus.com/try-TCM

Mobile access to sensitive corporate email, attachments, and SharePoint documents poses 

a serious security threat. Mobile devices make it easy for employees to share documents 

with unauthorized apps or to store documents on public Clouds—all completely outside of 

the organization’s control.

Mobile Data Security and Governance

TITUS Classification for Mobile is an easy-to-use email and document security solution for 

mobile devices that prevents data loss and ensures the right users have access to the right 

information. With TITUS, users are able to identify and classify email sensitivity directly from 

the device’s native email app. Classifications are applied as visual labels which raise user 

security awareness and help to enforce secure data sharing policy. TITUS protects data 

on mobile devices and prevents data loss as all documents stored in the TITUS app are 

protected with AES-256 encryption. 

TITUS Classification for Mobile provides 

a secure and separate container for 

business documents. The intuitive 

interface provides direct access to 

corporate SharePoint libraries and 

common Cloud sharing services, 

guaranteeing that downloaded files are 

managed according to corporate policy. 

Administrators are able to leverage 

document classifications to enable fine 

grained control over a user’s ability to 

email, print, copy, upload, and open files 

into third party apps. Additional data 

protection is provided by extending 

Microsoft Rights Management Services 

(RMS) to mobile devices, allowing users 

to access email and files protected using 

Microsoft RMS.

Whether deployed independently or with 

an EMM solution, TITUS Classification for 

Mobile provides the necessary balance to 

protect corporate data while empowering 

an efficient mobile workforce.

Classify email and documents

from mobile devices
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System Requirements

Mobile OS:

iOS 9 or above

Android 4.4 or above

SharePoint: 

Microsoft SharePoint 2010, 2013, 

and SharePoint Online

About TITUS

TITUS solutions enable organizations to classify, protect, analyze and confidently share 

information, and meet regulatory compliance requirements by identifying and securing 

unstructured data. TITUS products enhance data loss prevention by classifying and 

protecting sensitive information in emails, documents and other file types – on the 

desktop, on mobile devices, and in the Cloud. TITUS solutions are trusted by millions 

of users in over 60 countries around the world. Its customers include Dell, Provident 

Bank, Dow Corning, Safran Morpho, United States Air Force, NATO, Pratt and Whitney, 

Canadian Department of National Defence, and the Australian Department of Defence.

Easily and securely collaborate via 

cloud services

Key Feature Benefit
Classification Enables users to classify email and documents on mobile devices. 

Raise User Security 

Awareness

Applies classification as visual markings to emails.

Data Loss Prevention Stores business documents in an AES 256 encrypted app where data 

can be set to expire after a fixed period of time.

Persistent Data 

Protection

Extends support for Microsoft AD and Azure Rights Management 

Services to mobile devices 

Secure Access to 

Microsoft SharePoint 

and Cloud storage

Provides direct access to corporate SharePoint, SharePoint Online, 

and Cloud storage services, protecting downloaded data according 

to policy. Visual cues and policy enforcement on the mobile device 

ensures secure Cloud collaboration.

Familiar Interface Enables classification directly in the device’s native email app. 

Document controls present a familiar, user-friendly, and intuitive 

interface.

EMM Ready Works in-concert with Enterprise Mobility Management solutions.

Advanced Box 

Integration

Supports advanced integration with Box, allowing:

• Easy identification of Box folders shared with external 

collaborators 

• Easy access to folder collaborator permissions

• Policy enforcement ensuring document and Box folder 

classifications are compatible


